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Five Triumphs Tour
Taranaki’s Thirteen
Tunnels

After stumbling across a push bike blog on a
remote road tunnel in Taranaki while searching for a back country ride it was decided
that this years ‘Boys Weekend Away’ would
be 3 days touring all the Tunnels in Taranaki.
Trev’s Heinemann New Zealand Atlas is duly
consulted and 12 tunnels are identiﬁed between Waikawau in the north and Tongahoe
in the south.
A month out and while talking about the
upcoming trip Trev’s carpool companion remarks, “If you’re heading out Marakopa way
to get to the stock tunnel at Waikawau you
should detour up Pomarangai Road and have
a look at the Black Panther Ranch”. Built by
an oddball recluse as a weekend retreat for
martial arts and eastern alternative thinking
exponents, its a complete Wild West style village now been abandoned after the guy died
about 10 years ago. Doesn’t take much to
convince Ray & Trev that it could be an interesting detour so it is on the list.
Couple of weeks out and everybody with
the exception of Ray reports their bikes are
all prepped and ready to go. Seems Ray’s bike
has reverted to its old habit of intermittent
backﬁring and generally being a bitch.
D Day eventually arrives and Trev (1938
Speed Twin) is joined by Pete (1951 Thunderbird) and they head to the designated
departure point at the Whatawhata servo. 15
minutes later and Mike (1963 Bonneville) arrives. By now it is 5 minutes past the hour
and Ray who lives the closest has still not arrived.
The crew is discussing Ray tardiness
when his wife Maxine pulls up in a car. “Ray
can’t get the bike to run so said to go without him”. Can’t have this, Ray is an integral
part of the weekend, so bikes are gassed and

started and they head the 2km up the road to
Ray’s to see what the problem is. The air is
pretty blue but with a bit of encouragement
and advice he gives Ole Smoky (1951 Thunderbird) another kick and he starts.
Quick smart all our gear is put on and we
head via Pirongia to the next regroup and
meeting point at Waitomo. Short gas stop for
Ray at Pirongia and Ole Smoky decides not
to start again, same advice and swearing and
we are shortly back on the road to Waitomo
where Dave (1967 650 Trophy) is waiting.
By now Ole Smokey has undertaken a
sex change operation and is being just a plain
bitch. Lots of spannering and an hour later
she ﬁnally starts so Ray loads his gear up and
heads home while she still has some life left
in her. The rest of the crew now down to 4
after waving good bye to Ray point their bikes
West with the next planed stop Marakopa.
As we are now almost 1½ hrs behind,
Marakopa is a short photo stop then we head
south on the Mangatoa Road. 15 minutes
later and we are at the Pomarangai Road intersection signposted with a large warning
“Not suitable for trucks, trailers, caravans
and camper vans”. We turn left and head up a
large valley while the road which soon starts
to climb is getting narrower and narrower.
About 8km in and we are on a single lane mud
road with grass growing up the centre and
even has a couple of wild goats grazing the
centre grass.
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By now it has started to drizzle and getting heavier as we climb higher. We arrive at
what we think is the top and although we are
about 10km in we have still not come across
the Black Panther Ranch.
With heavy rain now settling in it was becoming unpleasant so with still another 80
plus kms to our night’s stop at Mokau it’s decided to do a U turn and get to the ﬁrst tunnel.
We are soon back down to the valley ﬂoor turn
left into Mangatoa Road and on to Tunnel No
1 at Waikawau. The road from the Waikawau
village to the tunnel was pure clay which with
the rain was like an ice rink – scary stuff.
We park the bikes (this would be the only
tunnel we were unable to ride through) and
walk through to the beach. The tunnel was
constructed in 1911 by 3 men armed with
picks and shovels. Designed to allow the station drovers on the hills above to drive their
cattle along the beach which was easier and
quicker than driving them over the hills. After photos it’s back on the bikes and south to
Awakino.
Marakopa to Awakino – magniﬁcent road
of 60km tight twisting road with about 15km
metal in the middle. It’s through this section that Trev who’s carrying a boxed torque
wrench loses it out of his saddlebag and blissfully carries on until Mike manages to catch
his attention about 3km down the road. Quick
check and Yep bloody torque wrench has
gone. Quick U turn, head back, get to ﬁrst
bend and here’s Pete with a silly grin and
red plastic case and torque wrench tied to his
tank parcel rack, “Bloody hell Trev, look what
I found”.
At Awakino we turn left and head 10km
into the gorge and Tunnel No 2. Quick ride
through, photos, then back towards Awakino,
gas for the bikes and a beer or two for the
boys. Couple of pints and then we head the
3km to the Mokau Top 10 Holiday Park and
check in before they let our booking to somebody else. Unload the bikes and much to our
disgust the eggs that were in Ted’s saddle bag
showed evidence of some not making it. Back
to the Awakino to ﬁnd they’d closed. Bloody
hell, the Saturday before Christmas, 5.30pm
and they are closed – you have got to be
kidding! Oh well, back to Mokau, Whitebait
fritter and ﬁsh n chips for tea, pick up a bottle
of Coke for our rum and back to the crib.
Pete hooks out his bottle of Bourbon while
Mike & Trev knock the cap of a bottle of the
Captain’s ﬁnest fermented sugar cane juice
and with Dave who is a teetotaler on straight
coke, we toast absent friends (Ray) then talk
shit about the day’s events.
It’s about now that Pete manages to put
two and two together and realises his now
dead good mate is the architect of the Black
Panther Ranch. Interesting discussion about
the guy and we make a blood promise over

the rum & Bourbon that we will come back
and not give up until we ﬁnd and explore his
retreat.
Day 2 and an early wakeup call ﬁnds Mike
& Trev sharing the same bed – and this is despite Mike the previous night laying claim to
the single bed in the lounge. The bacon, eggs
and toast is put on the stove, not a bad effort
by Ted, only 1 broken egg but 3 are scrambled
inside the shells.
Bikes are checked over with Ted getting
the most attention with his head having its 2nd
head tighten after major surgery leading up
to the trip.
We are soon on the road with the ﬁrst tunnel of the day, Tunnel No 3 at Okau just 4km
off SH3. An unusual tunnel, as one end abuts
directly onto a bridge. Ted gets a bit of a treat
here, when we get to the tunnel there is an old
ute parked in a farm gate with nobody around.
We head through the tunnel stop and take
photos then 5 minutes later ride back through
just in time to ﬁnd a blond Maori chick climbing over a fence to return to her ute.
“Wooooow,” says Ted, “she’s commando
and she’s not a natural blond”. Big wave and
beep, then we watch as she drives off. She
only goes a couple of hundred metres up the
road where she parks up and returns only after we start our bikes up and head out. Guess
we disturbed her attending to her cabbage
patch!
Back to SH3 and south to Tunnel No 4,
Mount Messenger which started out in 1916
as a single lane tunnel being widened in 1990,
lot of trafﬁc here so the photo stop is very
quick.
By now we are on a mission to not only
knock 7 tunnels off today between Mokau and
Hawera but also visit Nigel Ogles Farm machinery museum at Tawhiti.
Next stop is Tunnel No 5 East Kiwi Mokai
Tunnel constructed in 1913 and Tunnel No 6
the Western Kiwi or Okau tunnel which set
in heavy bush was probably the most picturesque of all the tunnels we visited.
Back out to SH3 short saunter to Motanui and we turn of south towards Tarata and
Tunnel No 7, the Tarata Tunnel on Otaraoa
Road constructed in the early 1900’s.
After a lunch stop at Stratford for a pie and
a pint, and gassing up we continue to Hawera and Tawhiti and ﬁnd the museum about
to close. Bit of pleading and puppy dog eyes
from Pete and they agree to let us in. Well
worth a stop, absolutely crammed with old
tractors and farm machinery and motoring
paraphernalia.
Tunnel No 8 the Tongahoe Tunnel, yet
another single lane metalled road. The difference being this has deep loose metal, a
rounded top that falls away very sharply to
deep drainage ditches either side.
Built in 1928 to open up access to Lake
Rotorangi picnic area and water ski course.
When ﬁrst constructed the tunnellers must
have been Irish as they did not meet in the
middle evidence of which can still be seen in
the middle where they adjusted the height.
After closing in 1986 after a series of tremors caused falls inside the tunnel, the council
made a cutting through the hill next to it using the tunnel to put the spoil in. The new
cutting proved more problematic so it was

decided in 1996 to reopen the tunnel. They
removed over 35,000m3 of earth and rammed
home over 1,000 metres of rock stablising
bolts.
Its now getting quite late and not only are
we hanging out for a beer but the stomachs

are rumbling. Bit of excitement on the way
back out when Pete slid off the road crown
and before he could react he was upside down
in the ditch. But with only bruised pride and
some bloody good war injuries to his leathers
and we are back on the road.
No bookings are made for tonight so we
decide to haul into the ﬁrst old pub with accommodation when we get to Stratford.
Turned out to be a good decision, only about
$60 for the night and he agreed to sell us a
bottle of rum and some coke at cost. Secure
overnight bike parking and free tea, coffee
and toast in the morning.
Monday dawns a great day with not a cloud
in the sky so after gassing up we head east on
to Whangamomona and the last 3 tunnels.
First tunnel for the day is Tunnel No 9
known as the Huinga Tunnel built in 1893 to
open up access to an isolated valley.
We are soon back out onto SH43 which we
turn off at Strathmore to Tunnel No 11 on
Brewer Road known as the Makahu Tunnel
constructed in 1907. After photos we retrace
our route, cross back over SH43 and take yet
another long winding rough, (no make that
bloody rough) single lane metal road and on to
Matua and Tunnel No 12 built in 1910 to give
Matau residences easier access to Stratford.
At about 13km off the main highway we
were amazed to come across a young couple
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riding push bikes heavily loaded up with saddle bags. Shit it was bad enough on old classic
motorbikes but to be that far in on push bikes
they had to be smoking something.
Finally back on SH43 with a sealed surface and it’s a short blast to our lunch stop
at the Whangamomona hotel. Entertaining
stop, talking with the tourists who must have
thought we were mad. Still, they were French,
young and pretty so they are excused.
Still one tunnel to go and then another 3
hours back to Hamilton so no time to hang
around.
Short ride towards Taumarunui sees us at
our last planned stop – Tunnel No 13, the
Moki tunnel constructed in 1938 and known
locally as ‘The Hobbit hole” and also home
to giant fossilised crabs. With the last tunnel knocked off, we continue east to gas up at
Taumarunui where we say goodbye to Dave
who is heading back to Fielding, while the
rest of us head north towards Hamilton.
Not far out of Te Kuiti, Ted starts to rock n
roll a bit more than usual so we stop at the BP
where it doesn’t take long to spot the problem. 6 Broken spokes and another 5 that are
so loose they fall out of the locating slots in
the hub. Going nowhere on Ted, so to at least
make Ray feel he was part of the trip we give
him a call, “help, Ted’s given up, can you rescue us?” “Not a problem Trev”. So while Trev
& Ted wait at Te Kuiti, Mike heads back to
Auckland and Pete to Waihi.
Yet another great trip comes to an end
and despite the rough nature of most of the
roads a trip that we intend to repeat only this
time taking in the Black Panther Ranch and
the two now abandoned tunnels on the old
Whangamomona Road that head out to the
‘Bridge to Nowhere’.
Trev Stapp
TOMCC NZ, Waikato & BoP
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The Star Insurance Classic and Custom Bike Show
The Star Insurance Classic and Custom Bike Show was held
over the weekend of 15-16 August at the ASB Showgrounds in
Auckland and was well attended and supported by members of
our TOMCC NZ Auckland chapter.

There was a great crowd on the ﬁne and sunny Sunday, with
those with displays saying that Saturday was also well attended.
Triumphs were well represented, from big beasties to tasty
restorations.

They do not get much bigger than these two bikes from the Waikato.

Triumphs stand out in any crowd

Ace Cafe theme and tasty triumphs of the period make an impressive nostalgic corner

Big posters provide the setting for a couple of Triumphs and an a BSA

Flood Clean-up for Wanganui clubrooms
Wanganui copped a fair bit of water at the end of June.

Just the beginning . . .
there had been over 2
metres of water on top
of the mini lake.

Fire Service on hand to move some sludge. TOMCC
members and public (on right) were on hand to offer
advice. (Piet, Barry, Alistair, and Melissa in front)
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Canterbury’s Mid -Year Do
July 2015

COMMITTEE MEMBER NOMINATIONS
IMPORTANT – Please ﬁll out the form on
page 15 to select who you want to represent
your interests in your club and your area.

The Members and Committee
of TOMCC NZ Inc welcome the
following new members to our club
Travis O’Malley
Jarrod Chappell
Carol Smith
Tim Howard
Pam Clements
Ian Burke
Sandy Howes
David Arnot
Ian McCullough
Ritchie Rutherford
Marty Crowe
Steve Pou

Whangaruru
Rolleston
Christchurch
Whangarei
Whangarei
One Tree Point
Waipu
Upper Moutere
Whangarei
Auckland
Whangarei
Hamilton

Irene Pou
Steve Rochester
Robin Loader
Temana Tohiariki
Don Rynne
Chris Hengst
Marty Nicoll
Trevor Colombus
Terry Richards
Michael Provost
Dean Mckay

Hamilton
Waihi
Christchurch
Christchurch
Christchurch
Rangiora
Blenheim
Christchurch
Christchurch
Christchurch
Christchurch

Best wishes to two Northland area members
Unfortunately, two of our Northland members were recently involved in
separate motorcycle accidents. Sandy Howes, had her mishap whilst on
the TOMCC NZ Northland fund raising ride for the Whangarei Rescue
Helicopter.
John Anderson sustained injuries after passing a truck at the top of
a passing lane heading south into Waipapa. A ute pulled to the left and
as John went to pass him the ute turned right, right in front of John. He
sustained broken bones around the left eye socket, damaged larynx and a
damaged left knee.
Both Sandy and John are out of hospital. Sandy has to head back for
check-ups. John has to go back for more operations and treatment at a
later date. We all wish Sandy and John a speedy recovery and hope that
you’ll be up and back on two wheels before too long.
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Otago / Southland Chapter of TOMCC NZ is
holding a two-night overnighter at Te Anau
Sat 24th to Mon 26th October 2015 with a ride
into Milford Sound on Sunday 25th October.
It’s the thing that there is a little bit of hunter in us all and
someone, somewhere has posted a $100,000 reward. So the ride to Milford is
the challenge – to conﬁrm the existence once and for all, and the capture, of
the giant swamp donkey – THE FIORDLAND MOOSE.
Accommodation at Te Anau is up to you to arrange. Top 10 Holiday Park has a range to
suit everyone if you are interested. Contact details 03 249 7462 or 0800 249 746. Meals and
drinks are available at the various restaurants, cafes and hotels in Te Anau.
This is an all weather ride. Come prepared, it may be wet and cold. Bring spare fuel for
those using older or small tanked bikes – approx 250 kms return from Te Anau to Milford.
If you want to join us on this southern adventure please contact John with
numbers Ph or Txt 027 247 2853 or email john.witherington@xtra.co.nz
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NZ Classic Motorcycle Museum, Nelson
During our recent Pre Unit ride in the south island we called into
the classic motorcycle museum in Nelson.
The lovely guys there opened early for us, made us a cup of tea,
admired our mud and oil covered Pre Units and more or less did

a running commentary on the bikes inside (great hospitality).
This place is just amazing. If you have not called into this museum
then you are missing out – it is very impressive and well worth the
entry fee.
Ray Hayward, TOMCC NZ Waikato & BoP
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In fond remembrance of Jon Russell
Around 8.30am on Friday July 31 this year, on the longest highway
in Texas, Jon Russell took his last ride. Tragically, a collision with a
pick-up truck on US Highway 83 south of Abilene saw to that.
In a rare stint as pillion (instead of on her own motorcycle), Jon’s
partner and soulmate of 30 years Theresa ‘Trout” Walsh survived,
but Jon died at the scene.
No one wanted Jon to go at just 58 – least of all his widowed mum,
his siblings, and Trout – but if there can be any consolation at all, Jon
may have liked to know that he actually rode into the next life. He
wasn’t one to take four wheels if it was at all possible to ride.
His best mate from England agreed recently. “I know it’s a bit of
a cliché but I think Jon would have sooner gone out on his bike than
any other way. We used to have to really convince him to get in the
car if it was pissing with rain. He would always rather ride.”
In 1994 he and
Trout
emigrated
from Staffordshire
in the English Midlands to just south
of
Christchurch,
thinking it a far nicer place to live. The
change of lifestyle
so entranced he and
Trout that they later
took up citizenship,
if not the accent.
Jon sure was a rider and a traveller. For Harley-Davidson’s
100th birthday party in Milwaukee in 2003, he built a Panhead trike
especially for the occasion, shipped it to the California coast from NZ,
and rode thousands of klicks east with several other Kiwis, then rode
it a few thousand more around the USA after the event.
From 2002, he and Trout spent an astonishing four years traversing the vast interior of Australia in a customised camper van, stopping
at every ﬂyspeck on the map between Sydney, Darwin and Perth and
racking up thousands upon thousands of kilometres. Jon’s only lament
was that it wasn’t really practical or entirely safe to ‘’go bush’’ and be a
desert camper in that climate for that long on bikes. But he wanted to
see a lot of Australia and he did.
And he did it more frugally than anyone since the 19th century
Outback explorers Burke and Wills, and possibly cheaper than those
two. Jon could make $20 last from Cape Reinga to Riverton.
An outgoing, friendly and generous man to his mates and strangers,
Jon was nonetheless a genius of frugality.
His long Aussie adventure was endlessly punctuated by emails
to mates from libraries (FREE internet!) and blog updates about the
diminishing number of gratis roadside camping spots available, causing him to always drive on until he found one whatever the hour, and
leading him to conclude that Aussie was no place for him as that issue
typiﬁed its ludicrous bureaucracy.
And New Zealand became even more of a spiritual home when he
discovered that FREE “revive and stay alive’’ coffee at rest areas. Jon
embraced this safety feature with far greater enthusiasm than he ever
strapped on a crash helmet.
Sometimes it didn’t pay him to strap one on. For instance, when
Trout got smashed at a UK rally early in their relationship. She was all
set to blow chunks, and her one living brain cell at that moment told
her that Jon’s helmet was far closer than any bathroom… Call it destiny
or diced carrot, but they were stuck together from the time they met.
Born in the Black Country and raised in Lichﬁeld, Staffs – all just
a sniff away from Meriden – Jon was in the water as a handy young
yachtsman before getting in the wind on bikes. He founded a chopper
shop near Walsall in the mid-1980s (it’s still going today), originally in
what had been his Dad’s TV repair shop.
Jon started his working life as a TV repairman but gave up in
disgust when valves vanished and the sets got too complicated. Which
syncs nicely with his love of kickstart Triumphs and Harleys instead
of high-dollar modern versions. He never owned a 64inch plasma
ﬂatscreen goggle-box either.

His ﬁrst shop was physically too small to cope with
Jon’s workload and talents,
so he enrolled in a fabrication course at the local tech
college, and starting turning out custom oil tanks and
the like as “class projects”
that were actually for his
customers back at the shop.
His skills were awesome
back then and only got better.
No project too big or small.
Years later he was happily
self - employed, manufacturing footpegs and sissy bars,
saddlebag rails and luggage
racks for Triumphs, Harleys and Victorys from his
well - equipped man - cave
just off State Highway 1 in
Dunsandel.
Word - of - mouth saw his
craftsmanship, mechanical
know - how and problemsolving abilities in constant
demand. He even made
frames for scooters at one
point.
Jon was no marque snob. He loved and knew everything about older
Triumphs, enjoyed the new Bonneville (Triumph-mad Trout’s pride
and joy, along with the gorgeous chop he built her years back), loved
the TOMCC NZ club’s enthusiasm for the marque of any age, and was
always passionate about pre-Evolution Harleys too. Jon appreciated
everything custom and had a stable of various bikes and trikes, every
one of them built or customised by himself.
One of his ﬁnest efforts was building an X-75 Hurricane on a
budget. Correctly ﬁguring that an original version was hopelessly
overpriced on the collector market. He came up with the brainwave of
shoehorning a Hinckley motor into a frame and bodywork, both fettled
by himself. The result was stunning, and it managed to really annoy
purists because they couldn’t help but admire something that they
should, by rights, simply hate.
On Jon’s last morning alive, he and Trout were on his latest American purchase and starting a long-planned journey to Sturgis in South
Dakota. Aiming for the chrome-infested Harley mecca on a secondhand Moto Guzzi. And almost certainly aiming to wear only vintage
Triumph T-shirts when he got there – bloody typical of the man.
Written by Dave Swift, a 20+ year friend of Jon’s,
ex-Christchurch, met him in the UK, now living in Melbourne.
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Endless Summers and Motorcycles
It was 1967 and I was in the fourth form at West Lake Boys High on
the North Shore in Auckland .One of the guys in my class mentioned
that his father had an old motor bike that he had pulled apart and was
not going to put it back together and wanted to sell it.
They didn’t live very far from me, just around the corner in Nile
road so that evening I trotted off to see this motorbike. When I got
there Gordon’s Dad opened the garage door and there stood a large
wooden crate and inside was a motorbike in a million bits, he had pulled
it down to the very last nut and bolt with the intention of restoring it.
It was a 500 cc matchless 1958 model, when I asked him how much
he wanted for it he replied $50 .I went home wondering how I was
going to get that much money. Over dinner I told my father about the
project that I wanted to do, “and what might that be” he enquired, then
I told him about the basket case around at Gordon Stringers place and
how $50 was cheap for a motor bike even though it was in a million
bits.
He relented and gave me the money. As soon as I could I was off
back to Nile Road handed over the money and the three of us heaved
and dragged the wooden crate all the way home to Tristram Ave which
in those days was a dead end street that ﬁnished in a swamp at the bottom long before the present motorway.
Slowly I pulled all the pieces out of the crate laid them out on the
wooden garage ﬂoor and without a manual or the Internet I started to
rebuild the bike. All the parts appeared to be there until I got to the
clutch unit, there just didn’t seem to be enough parts to assemble the
whole thing, and then I discovered the clutch plates were missing.
I went to see Gordon’s dad and told him what I discovered and he
said “oh bugger that’s right, I lent them to a Dean so and so (his last
names escapes my memory) and he never returned them”.
I knew the guy he was talking about he lived in Crown Hill and was
one of the original Hells Angels as New Zealand had the only chapter
outside California at that time .He rode a 500cc AJS single with huge
ape hanger bars which shared the same parts my 500 single Matchless
and he had a nasty reputation although he still lived with his dear old
mum.
Great I thought as the plates was about the last thing I needed to
complete the rebuild. Taking the bull by the horns I decided to go
around and see this guy and ask for the plates back, after all he was
only a few years older than I and what was the worse thing that could
happen to me .He could simply say no or he could tear my arm off and
beat me with the soggy end.
Nervously I walked up to his front door and knocked .His little old
mother opened the door and told me Dean was not home and so I explained the reason for my visit, she said that she would tell Dean about
my visit and that I should come back in a few days.
Several days later, one evening I walked back to the house wondering what the outcome was going to be, as I approached the back door
steps I spotted a pile of clutch plates on the step, I couldn’t believe
my luck, I had them under my arm as quick as lightening and was off
down the road .
Interestingly enough this same guy who at that time lived very near
to the water tower at the top of crown Hill, Painted in big white letters
AJS in a circle and if you know where to look it is still there behind the
trees.(just a bit of trivia).
I got the bike completely back together and the big day came to kick
it into life. I ﬁlled the tank with motor spirit (petrol) tickled the carbie
, retarded the spark with the lever on the handle bars and proceeded
to kick the living daylights out of the stupid thing .It sent jets of ﬂame
out of the carb , it back ﬁred and all but broke my leg with the kick
start lever.

My father came into the garage, who, up until now had been absent
from the rebuild to ﬁnd me bathed in sweat slumped over the bars
chest heaving. He said why don’t you give it a bit of a rest, go and see
your mates for a while maybe it will start in the afternoon.
Reluctantly I got off the thing and stalked off down the driveway
feeling dejected. Half a dozen hours later I returned home, my father
said why don’t have another go at getting the monster going.
We went out into the garage, me not believing that, why should it
start now? I duly climbed aboard, turned on the fuel, tickled the carb,
brought the piston up on compression and gave it a mighty kick and
to my utter surprise the beast ﬁred and after ﬁddling with the advance
lever and some screw turning on the carb it idled not too bad.
My father stood there with just the faintest of smiles on his face.
Letting it run for some time to let all the oil and grease burn off in
plumes of acrid smoke, I pulled in the clutch thumped it into ﬁrst gear
and roared up the driveway and away up the road.
So started my life on two wheels. I could not wait to ride it to school
to show off to all my mates, look what I had built without any help.
On the Monday morning I rode in through the school gates past
the Head Masters ofﬁce where the heaving monster just happened
to backﬁre as I throttled off past his ofﬁce and up to where some of the
other students who were lucky enough to own bikes parked.
I made this grand entrance for the rest of the week. On the fourth
morning the head master could take no more of it, as I was pulling the
bike up on its centre stand he came towards me I could almost see
the steam coming from his ears. He stammered “You, you can take
that thing home and leave it there and you can stay home for a week
yourself you are suspended” .
It started a trend where I was forever being thrown out of somewhere because of bikes. But I didn’t care, I was a hero at school. In fact
I didn’t care about much at all in those years, probably why I failed so
miserably at school. But I think building that ﬁrst bike was the genesis
for my long career as an engineer.
Part two of endless summers and motorcycles in the next
newsletter.
Peter Hyde TOMCC NZ Waikato & BoP

Triumph Times Editor: Ken Spall
Phone 03 489 -1740 or 021 26 99 530 Email: spall@callsouth.net.nz
7 Glasgow Street, Mosgiel Otago, 9024, New Zealand
The deadline for the next issue of Triumph Times is 1 December 2015
DISCLAIMER

Opinions expressed in this publication are purely individual and not to be
attributed to the Triumph Owners Motor Cycle Club (NZ) Inc. as a whole.
Nor does publication imply any endorsement, either by Triumph Owners
Motor Cycle Club (NZ) Inc. or by its committee.
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Selection of bikes from the German and Scandinavian Rallies
that Geoff Walton attended recently

TMOC Summer Rally in Hilders, Germany, July 2015
As we got nearer the weekend of the rally, temperatures in Germany
were starting to rise into the high 30’s. Due to quite a few delays I only
arrived in the town of Hilders well after dark at around 11.30pm and
not knowing where the site was, I called in the only place still open for
directions, a pizzeria. The guy was very helpful, trying to draw maps
on paper napkins but eventually when it was clear I didn’t understand
his german that well, he said follow me and led me to the site.
Now I am sure in daylight it would have been a great road, but at
that time of night, on very narrow twisty roads, climbing a very steep
hill , trying to keep up with a local in a fast car, I was very happy 15
minutes later to arrive. The check-in had long since packed up and
everyone had retired to the bar so of course I had to join them. They
were all watching their watches as we approached midnight, as it was
the birthdays of Manfred, one of the founder members of the German
club and Palle, a very long term member of the Danish club.
At 3 o’clock things started to quieten down and I was shown the
bunkroom and an empty bed which I collapsed into and slept well. The
next morning bright and early the girls of the club served up a full breakfast in the kitchen. A rideout was organized but due to the heat a lot of
people chose to do other less demanding things. The ride was 125km
though some spectacular scenery returning to the site around 3pm.
There was a good selection of bikes, the majority being Hinckley
models. The club committee circulated through the ﬁeld checking

out the bikes and working out the prizes to be presented later in the
evening.
People continued to arrive all day, so that by the time the barbeque
was ﬁred up there were close to 80 people to feed. The food was excellent with a great selection so everyone was happy, and many went back
for seconds or even thirds.
After the evening meal it was time for the prizes; Long distance
went to a couple from Sweden with 1300 km and best club turnout( a
crate of local beer) went to the Danish club with 10 members arriving.
The British club was also well represented, as was the Dutch.
Best Meridan went to a German guy with a 61 Tiger and best
Hinckley to the lady from Sweden who also got long distance with
her Thruxton Bonnie. The most worrying was a prize that went to the
youngest person to arrive on two wheels which went to a 41 year old
German guy.
The evening was quiet as most people had an early start the next
day, and after a quick breakfast at 7.00am I hit the road for the 1000 km
run to the German/Danish border. I was happy it got cooler as I rode
north. A great weekend of making new friends and talking shit about
bikes. I hope to return next year.
Geoff Walton (now resident in UK)
TOMCC NZ, Canterbury
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TOMCC NZ Canterbury Branch
Rides and Events Calendar 2015/16
Month

Date

Event

Details

September

Friday 25

Social get together
– Sideline Sports bar

331 Stanmore Rd from 7:00pm onwards.

October

Saturday 3

Globe Trotter Rally

Timaru – Contact Wayne Woodward for details.

Saturday 17

First European Ride

Meet at First European 114 Carlyle St, Sydenham for a
12:00pm departure.

Saturday 24

Rockers Run - Greymouth

Meet at Montieths Hotel Greymouth at 10:00am

Sunday 25

Greymouth Street Races

Group ride to location (More details closer to the event).

Friday 30

Social get together
– Sideline Sports bar

331 Stanmore Rd from 7:00pm onwards.

Sunday 1

Triples Run – Tridents,
Rocket 3’s and like-minded
British bikes.

Bush Inn car park 9:30am. If wet postponed to the 8th.

Friday/Sat/Sun 13,14,15

Whitebait Run - Westport

Meet at the Yaldhurst Hotel car park for a 10:00am
departure (More details closer to the event).

Friday/Sat Sun 20,21,22

Magpie Rally –

Club trailer will be Winchester Domain attending. (More
details closer to the event). (Driver required)

Saturday 21

First European Ride

Meet at First European 114 Carlyle St, Sydenham for a
12:00pm departure.

Friday 27

Social get together
– Sideline Sports bar

331 Stanmore Rd from 7:00pm onwards.

Friday 18

Christmas get together –
Sideline Sports bar

331 Stanmore Rd from 7:00pm onwards.

Saturday 19

First European Ride

Meet at First European 114 Carlyle St, Sydenham for a
12:00pm departure.

Friday 8

Wonder Rally

Waiau (More details closer to the event).

Saturday 16

First European Ride

Meet at First European 114 Carlyle St, Sydenham for a
12:00pm departure.

Friday/Sat/Sun 22,23,24

Woodstock Rally -

Some gear taken to rally by Woodstock Hokitika
club Group ride to event (More details closer to the
event).

Friday 29

Social get together
– Sideline Sports bar

331 Stanmore Rd from 7:00pm onwards.

Saturday 20

First European Ride

Meet at First European 114 Carlyle St, Sydenham for a
12:00pm departure.

Friday/Sat/Sun 26,27,28

TOMCC National Rally
Blue Skies Kaiapoi

For more details go to: www.tomcc.co.nz

Friday/Sat/Sun 26,27,28

Sound of Thunder racing at Ruapuna

Friday/Sat/Sun 4,5,6

March Hare Rally –
Waimate Domain

Club trailer will be attending (More details closer to the
event). (Driver required)

Saturday 19

First European Ride

Meet at First European 114 Carlyle St, Sydenham for a
12:00pm departure.

Saturday 19

TOMCC Overnighter

(Venue to be conﬁrmed) Club trailer will be attending
(More details closer to the event). (Driver required)

Friday 25

Social get together
– Sideline Sports bar

331 Stanmore Rd from 7:00pm onwards.

Friday/Sat/Sun 1,2,3

Sundowner Rally - Hurunui

Club trailer will be attending (More details closer to the
event). (Driver required)

Saturday 16

First European Ride

Meet at First European 114 Carlyle St, Sydenham for a
12:00pm departure.

Friday 29

Social get together
– Sideline Sports bar

331 Stanmore Rd from 7:00pm onwards.

3rd Saturday of month

First European Ride

Meet at First European 114 Carlyle St, Sydenham for a
12:00pm departure.

Last Friday of Month

Social get together
– Sideline Sports bar

331 Stanmore Rd from 7:00pm onwards.

November

December

2016
January

February

March

April

May
June
July
August
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TOMCC NZ Inc Breakdown Assistance 20/9/15
The purpose of this list is to offer member’s assistance in case of a breakdown or an event
while travelling out their own area.
For further information, additions or deletions, or if you wish to be added to this list please contact
John.Witherington@xtra.co.nz or your area coordinator.
Northland
Roger Moselen
(Whangarei)
Bill Ponsonby
(Paparoa)
Bill Spice
(Dargaville)
Mal Browning
(Bay of Islands)
Brett Pickington
(Paparoa)
Geoff Higgins
(Whangarei)
Tim Howard
(Whangarei)
Waikato
Ray Haywood
(Hamilton)
Steve
(Hamilton)
Trevor Stapp
(Hamilton)
Keith Randle
(Te Kuiti)
Bay of Plenty
Judi Nightingale
(Papamoa)
Chas Quigg
(Rotorua)
Rob Orton
(Ngaruawahia)
Geoff Morgan
(Papamoa)
Taranaki
Chris Martin
Taupo
Dig Young

021 2132943

Breakdown assistance & accommodation

09 431 6875
021 1641 338
09 974 7174
021 0232 1652
09 403 7355
027 403 7050
09 431 4461
027 232 9456
09 436 0065
027 414 1446
021 723 510

Breakdown assistance & accommodation
Breakdown assistance & accommodation
Breakdown assistance & accommodation
Breakdown assistance & accommodation

Wanganui
Alan & Dayle
Abbott
Beano
Bob Anderson
Marton
Baz & Mel
Levin
Ron Schiphorst

Breakdown assistance & accommodation

06 347 7550
027 245 7771
021 175 2696
07 345 3333

Breakdown assistance & accommodation

021 843 564
027 225 1313

Breakdown assistance & accommodation

027 442 1345
021 164 6045

Breakdown assistance

Breakdown assistance & accommodation
Breakdown assistance

Breakdown assistance & accommodation

Gisborne
Arthur Bond

022 140 6252

Breakdown assistance & accommodation

027 369 0018

Breakdown assistance & accommodation

Nelson
David Arnott
(Upper Moutere)

0800 66 8677
021 150 6409

Breakdown assistance

027 369 0018

Breakdown assistance & accommodation
Breakdown assistance & accommodation

03 523 9016
027 892 1544

Breakdown assistance & accommodation

021 707 308

Murchison
Sue & Chris
Donovan

021 0291 0605

Breakdown assistance & accommodation

Christchurch
Phil Garrett
Wayne Woodward

027 441 5954
027 285 3083

Breakdown assistance & accommodation
Breakdown assistance & accommodation

021 324 063

Accommodation
Breakdown assistance & accommodation

07 824 7431

Breakdown assistance

03 4891740
021 269 9530
03 456 5079
021 157 9130

Breakdown assistance

07 347 8843

Otago
Ken Spall
(Dunedin)
David (Croz)
Crosbie (Dunedin)

021 646712

Breakdown assistance

027 247 2853

Breakdown assistance

027 432 2917

Breakdown assistance

06 753 2771
027 697 9720

Breakdown assistance

00 61 4135 52022

Accommodation

021 244 4090

Breakdown assistance & accommodation

Southland
John Witherington
(Invercargill)
John Holgate
(Lake Hawea)
Australia
Lee Izzillo
(Brisbane)
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Breakdown assistance

The British Bike Show
Christchurch NZ
August 2015
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If undelivered, please return to 7 Glasgow St, Mosgiel, Otago, New Zealand

The Triumph Owners Motor Cycle Club New Zealand Inc.

WATOC Rally of
the Year 2019
Since the notiﬁcation of this
event at our last national rally,
C
Y
2019
O
I have received an encouraging, and on-going, number
of enquiries from many overseas Triumph owners who
are seriously interested in
attending the WATOC Rally of
the Year in 2019.
John Witherington, our
Vice President, has also been
NE
busily engaged in marketing
W ZEALAND
and advertising the event on
the websites and facebook pages of as many Triumph clubs as
he can ﬁnd. The response to his efforts have also been very
encouraging.
Some of the overseas responses have also included questions regarding such topics as available accommodation whilst
touring around the country, bike hire, other motorcycle events
and help with landing of the bikes at the ports of entry. Any help
with answers to question such as these would be appreciated.
I would also like to thank those members who responded to
my request in the March edition of Triumph Times for help with
organising the event. We do still need more volunteers to help
make this an unforgettable event for our overseas visitors so if
you can help in any way please let me know.
The WATOC RotY 2019 is still 4 years away, so it’s easy to
let things slide thinking that there is plenty of time for preparation, but I do believe that early planning is the key to making
this event something really special and your help is needed for
this to happen.
Ken Spall
TOMCC NZ, Otago & Southland
email: spall@callsouth.net.nz

Motorcycle and Scooter Rentals

R
EA

WA
T

LLY OF TH
RA
E

Hinckley Bonnie, BMW F800ST & G650 GS, Suzi DR200’s

Free collection at Nelson Airport 3 days + hire
Enquiries welcome on ’67 BSA Thunderbolt
Unlimited km’s, Insurance, Helmets, Luggage
Equipment provided – All inclusive
Check website for rates & details
Discount applies to Club Members
Enjoy the freedom of the Top of the South
and beyond.
Contact David Arnot to tailor an option.
www.tosnz.com email tosnz@outlook.co.nz
63a College St. Motueka, 7120, New Zealand
0800 Motors 0800 66 86 77
Rates dependent on bike, season and duration of hire

Contact David Arnot in the event of mishap or
breakdown near Motueka. I will collect and store
bike until arrangements are made.
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